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ABSTRACT

Communication systems such as mobile radio and indoor wireless communication

typically are modelled as frequency selective Rayleigh fading channels. Frequency

selectivity implies that the received signal exhibits intersymbol interference (ISI). As

data rates for these channels are increased, ISI may also result from the channel having

a finite bandwidth. The presence of both phenomena can lead to severe ISI.

Two maximum likelihood sequence estimators for the the Rayleigh fading channel

with ISI are developed in this thesis. The first uses the Viterbi algorithm (MLSE-VA)

and is based on a set of whitening filters which consist of Kalman filters. Both the

number of whitening filters and states of the VA grow exponentially with the ISI

length. Thus, more importantly, this thesis also develops a sequential sequence

estimator (SSE) which has considerably less computational complexity with an error

performance almost identical to that of the MLSE-VA.

Due to the presence of both fading and ISI, the error probability is still poor. To

improve the error performance, two coding techniques, diversity ffansmission and

convolutional coding, are investigated in conjunction with both MLSE-VA and SSE.

The error performance of maximum likelihood sequence estimation is analyzed.

Analysis shows that the fading channel with ISI exhibits an irreducible error

probability. The error perforrnance and computational complexity of MLSE-VA and

SSE are also simulated by computer for three different fading channel models.

Comparisons between analytical predictions and simulation results show good

agreement.
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CTIAPTER. 1

II\TRODUCTION

Many radio channels such as HF shortwave ionospheric, VFIF ionospheric

forward scatter, UIIF land mobile radio channels and 20-60GHz indoor wireless

channels exhibit time-varying multipath propagation. A pulse transmitted. over one of

these channels is received as a train of delayed pulses of different amplitudes. Signal

reflections in the changing medium cause this phenomenon. Such a channel is referred

to as a "fading multipath channel". When data is transmitted at high speed, the fad.ing

multipath channel causes not only the signal attenuation but also the severe time

dispersion of the adjacent pulses. This time-dispersion phenomenon is referred to as

intersymbol interference (ISI). Additional ISI could also be caused by rransmitting the

data over band-limited channels.

The study of digital communication over fading multipath channels dates back

to the 1940's when the propagation of radio signals via fad^ing channels was first

chatactertzed Qal. With the increasing use of the fading channel for digital data

transmission in the late 1950's and early 1960's there were extensive studies of

signaling formats 13,17,39,451 designed to transmit data with minimum error

probability. One of the first was that by Price [34] who developed an oprimum receiver

for a multiple scatter-path channel with additive white Gaussian noise. However, these

receivers can not combat the severe signal distortion caused by the fading channels.

-1-



Chapter I Jroodurrío,

Diversity transmission and reception were introduced to enhance the reliability of the

communication systems [7,30,3t,32,38f. Reliable communication can also be

achieved by using coding which was first applied to fading channels in the mid 1960's

t6l.

In addition to signal distortion caused by fading multipath channels,

intersymbol interference (ISI) becomes a severe degrading factor with increasing

transmission rate. Usually, ISI can be reduced by using equalization f4,2ll or

maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) U2,441. Equalization techniques

include:

a) the zero-forcing filter which eliminates ISI completely

b) partial response techniques which allow a few controllable interference

terrns

c) equalizers which make an optimum estimation under various criteria.

Instead of making decisions on a symbol by symbol basis, as is typically done

with equalization, the MLSE receiver makes a decision based on the entire received

sequence. The Viterbi algorithm (VA) plays an important role in MLSE for an ISI

channel. The VA is a recursive structure whose computational complexity does not

grow with the length of the message sequence. It has been applied to partial response

channels by Omura [28] and Kobayashi [14]. Forney ll2l successfully applied the VA

to more general finite ISI channels. However the computation complexity of the VA

grows exponentially with the length of ISI, preventing it from real-time implementation

for channels with long, possibly infinite length ISI. Recently, the sequenrial algorithm

(SA) was applied to channels with finite or infinite ISI t471. Sequential sequence

estimation has considerably less computational complexity than a MLSE using the VA

a
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Chaoter I Jntoductíon

whiie stiil maintaining the optimum estimation performance of the MLSE-VA.

Both equalization and MLSE require knowledge of the channel impulse

response. To accommodate a channel that is slowly time-varying, adaptive methods

have been developed. Lucky U9,201suggested several schemes for adaptive linear

equalizers in the mid-60's. Since then, many adaptive linear and nonlinear equalizers

have been developed [4,1r,13,25f. Similarly, an adaptive MLSE receiver was

suggested by Magee and Proakis [23], and later by Ungerboeck [41]. Crozier,

Falconer and Mahmoud [8] presented a new adaptive MLSE receiver which contains

training symbols to estimate the channel parameters.

Thus for high speed data transmitted over a practical fading multipath channel,

the signal suffers not only fading distortion but also ISI. The ISI could be caused by:

limited channel bandwidth as in nonfading channels, severe multipath spread in which

case the multipath fading channel is called a frequency-selective fading channel, or by

both limited bandwidth and a multipath spread.

For slowly fading channels, ISI caused by band-limitation can be removed by

using the adaptive techniques mentioned above provided the adaptive receiver can

"track" the changes in the channels. For fast fading channels with ISI, where adaptive

receivers are not applicable, the error performance is considerably degraded. A

possible suboptimum receiver is an sampler followed by a comparator 1221.

Receivers that can cope with ISI caused by frequency-selectivity are extremely

impofiant in modem design for fading channels. Typically applications are high data

rate mobile radio; modems operating in the troposcatter range, and modems transmitting

over HF channels. Recently, a quasi-MLSE has been presented for the frequency-

selective fast fading channel with additive white Gaussian noise [9].

a
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Chnnter I Introduction

All of the above receivers for fading channels with ISI are suboptimal and their

structures are highly dependent on the fading rate. The first MLSE receiver structure

applicable to both slow and fast fading was presented by Morley and Snyder in 1979

1261. They combined the generalized likelihood-ratio (in a special sense of an Itô

integral [10,16]) and the Viterbi algorithm to obtain a maximum likelihood sequence

estimator. By using a bank of subsequence waveform estimators which are continuous

time-variant linoar filters [43], the set of sufficient statistics can be evaluated

recursively. The number of continuous time-variant filters grows exponentially with

the length of ISI, which leads to a dramatic increase in system complexity and hence its

costs.

In 1990, Lodge and Moher [18] presented a MLSE approach for a continuous

phase modulated (CPM) signal transmitted over frequency-nonselective fading

channels. Instead of using continuous time-variant filters they developed a MLSE

receiver based on a discrete signal system. Compared to the Morley and Snyder

receiver, it has the usual advantages of digital signal processing as compared to analog

signal processing. However it still suffers from a computational complexity which

grows exponentially with memory length, a term explained in the next section.

Now the following question arises: is it possible, by extending the Lodge and

Moher approach, to find a MLSE which can handle severe ISI in the Rayleigh channel

without the assumption of a slow fading rate? To answer this question, it is necessary

to discuss the following MLSE problems for the Rayleigh fading channel.

-4-



Chapter l Introduction

1.1 MLSE of Signals Transmitted over the Frequency-Selective

Rayleigh Channel: A Continuous Signal Processing Approach

In L979, Morley and Snyder developed MLSE for randomly dispersive

channels by combining the generalized likelihood formula with the Viterbi algorithm.

The results can be applied to the frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel since it is

a specific randomly dispersive channel.

Consider the communication model diagrammed in Figure L.1. The

information source supplies a sequence of N statistically independent, equally likely

binary digits, {a,r}, to the modulator, which, in turn, produce the waveform, s(t), that

propagates in the Rayleigh fading channel. One digit of the information sequence is

transmitted each T seconds from the source.

The information sequence is denoted by the row vector a=1a1,a2, ..., âN],

where a.e [0,1] for l<n<N. A specific information sequence is written as aj, where

je {0,1, ..., 2N-1}. The sequence is modulated by a shaping filter. The output signal

s(t) is transmitted over a frequency-selective Rayleigh channel. The channel is

characterized by a complex stochastic impulse rosponse h(t,u) which represents the

response of the filter at time t due to impulse applied at time u. The channel is assumed

to be a causal (i.e. h(t,u)=0 for u>t), two parameter zero mean Gaussian process. The

channel output signal is a complex Gaussian random process

f.
y(t)=l h(t,u)s(u)du. (1.1)

JO

The random signal y is comrpted by additive white Gaussian noise. Therefore

the received signal is:

-5-



elwter I Infrnrlttrtínn

r(t)=y(t)+w(t) 0<t<NT, (r.2)

(1.4)

(1.5)

where w(t) is the standard Wiener process, hence w(t) is the white Gaussian process.

Denote the signal, r(t), over an interval a ( t ( b by Ru,6. Thus, the entire received

waveform is Rg,NT. What is required is to evaluate the generalized log-likelihood

-("j)=/* R"lî(t rR 0,r, aj)dr*(t)l - 
# û(t rn s,¡, a¡)t2dt ( 1.3)

for each of the 2N possible information sequences aj and. assign â to that sequence

which maximizes this expression. The sequence waveform estimator for generating !
for a given a.¡ is the output of a linear time variant filter where the impulse response g3

satisfies

gj(t,t;aj)Ks(r,u;a¡)dr=Kr(t,u;a¡) 0(u(r,

K,(t,u;a.¡) = f lr" 
E[h(r,u)h*(u,B)]f(a)f-(B)dcrdB

rNT

S¡(t,u;a¡)+J

where

is the autocorrelation function of y.

The Viterbi algorithm can be applied to the Rayleigh fading channel based on

the assumption that the channel has "finite memory". A Rayleigh fading channel is said

to have finite memory (L-1) if, at any time, !(t lR s,¡, a¡) is a function of only the most

recent (L-l)T seconds of observation. MLSE using the Viterbi algorithm for the

frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel is shown in Figure 1.2.

-6-
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v(t)
--->

Figure 1.1 A digital communication system for the frequency-selective Rayleigh fading

channel.

Figure 1.2 Maximum likelihood sequence estimation receiver.

Ð
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Chapter I Jntoduction

1,.2 MLSE of CPM Signal Transmitted Over the Frequency-

Nonselective Rayleigh channel: a Discrete signal processing

Approach

When working with practical problems involving the Morley and Snyder

receiver, the solution of integral equation (1.4) is very complicated and is usually done

numerically. The implementation of time-variant filters is also costly, especially when

the memory length L-l is large.

Instead of using continuous signal processing, Lodge and Moher provided an

alternative MLSE method for the CPM signal, based on discrete signal processing. The

CPM communication system with a frequency-nonselective Rayteigh channel is shown

in Figure 1.3. Passing the received baseband signal r(t) through an ideal lowpass filter

and sampling the output at the Nyquist rate results in a set of sufficient statistics if the

filter bandwidth B is wide enough so that for practical purposes all of the signal energy

is passed. Therefore a MLSE approach can be developed based on the discrete signal

system.

Let the set of possible transmitted sequences be denoted by:

M=eN,

where q is the alphabet size and N is the the sequence length. The sampled signal

vector is z=(zt, zz, ..., z¡)e cN. Denote {(21,22,...,2¡), a^} by Z¡(m) which is the

sufficient statistics up to and including time k and rhe transmitted signal given

hypothesis m. Repeated use of the formula p(AlB)p(B)=p(AnB) for

-8-



p [z 1a,"1 =p ¡ (21,22,...,2¡¡)la 
^]

gives

.t*
p [zla^ì =l-f ptzytzr_ 

r (m)].
k=l

If each of the received samples has a complex

pfzylZy-1(m)l is also a complex Gaussian density function

(1.7)

Gaussian distribution then

[1] with a conditional mean

denoted by z¡(m) and a conditional variance denoted by do(m¡;

plzytzy-1(m)l= + exp { - 
lzr-4m)12, 

.

V 2æoi(m) 2oi(m)

kr this case, the likelihood test becomes:

nilt"l - Ë,,uo-4G)r'z +rog[ollm¡] ],k=l 0r(m)

where the mth hypothesis is the maximum tikelihood one, if its index, nñ(z), is less

than that of any of possible hypotheses. The conditional mean ãmt and conditional

covariance 
"'*C-l 

can be computed recursively provided the sampled received signal

can be modeled by a linear time-varying stare-space model [1,5]. Lodge and Moher

gave a linear time-varying state-space model for the CPM signal transmitted over a

frequency-nonselective Rayleigh channel. The VA then is applied to the ouqput of the

bank of Kalman filters which, when the ISI is neglected, can be simplified to a bank of
prediction error filters.

However, the increasing demand for higher transmission rates in fading

channels implies that ISI should not be neglected. V/ith the increasing use of fading

channels for high rate tansmission, typically in mobile communications, it is important

(1.8)

(1.e)

-9
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) a"ð(t-nT1

Sampling rare Bandwidth
2B samles/sec B Hz

Figure 1.3. CPM communication system for a frequency-nonselective fading channel.

Figure 1.4 Implementation of the MLSE-VA receiver. cr is the number of samples per

symbol, L-1 is the total channel memorv.

tiltpr
o[q"
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Chnnter I Intrnductinn

to design a MLSE receiver to achieve reliable digital communication for fading channels

with ISI.

1.3 Objectives

The objective of this thesis is to develop and investigate two sequence

estimators for Rayleigh fading channels with intersymbol interference. Maximum

likelihood sequence estimation using the Viterbi algorithm (MLSE-VA) is developed

based on a bank of whitening filters. Both the number of whitening filters and trellis

states searched by the VA increase exponentially with the ISI length. Therefore, a

sequential sequence estimator (SSE) is developed to reduce the computational

complexity. To achieve a low error probability both MLSE-VA and SSE are combined.

with coding. The error probability and computational complexity are analyzed and

simulated. To assure a comprehensive applicability, simulations are done for three

channel models.

1.4 Outline

In Chapter 2 the characterization of a general Rayleigh fading channel is

described and a discrete model for a bandlimited signal transmitted over rhe Rayteigh

channel is discussed. Based on the discrete model a set of sufficient statistics is

derived.

In Chapter 3 the set of suff,rcient statistics are whitened using the Kalman filter.

The whitened statistics are used to derive the metrics of MLSE-VA and SSE for the

- 11
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bandlimited signals transmitted over frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels.

Also the structures of MLSE-VA and SSE receive s are studied. As a special case the

simplified receiver for the frequency-nonselective Rayleigh fading channel with ISI is

discussed. Finally coding is combined with MLSE-VA and SSE to improve rhe error

performance.

In Chapter 4 the error performance is analyzed. It is proven that the Rayleigh

fading channel with ISI exhibits an irreducible error rate. The error performance and

computational complexity of different receivers for different channel models are also

analyzed with computer simulations.

Chapter 5 gives the conclusions and the recommendations for future study.

-12



CHAPTER 2

DIGITAL SIGNALING OVER FADING MULTIPATH

CHANNELS

The design and performance of communication systems primarily depend on the

channel characteristics. This chapter characterizes a fading multipath channel.

Concepts such as the multipath intensity profile, coherence bandwidth, and coherence

time are presented and discussed. The material is taken largely from [35] and is meant

to serve as background for the rest of the thesis. In particular the chapter closes with

the derivation of a discrete model for the signaling of a bandlimited signal transmitted.

over Rayleigh channels with intersymbol interference and additive white Gaussian

noise (WGN). The model is used to derive a set of sufficient statistics for sequence

estimators which are developed in Chapter 3.

2.1 Characterization of Fading Multipath Channels

A fading multipath channel is simply one where energy arrives via several

paths, usually as a result of reflections, or of inhomogeneities in the physical medium

that produce ray-splitting or scattering effects. In general, communication over fading

multipath channels can be visualized in terms of an electromagnetic wave being

scattered by a cloud of scattering particles as shown in Figure 2.1. The received signal

(apart from any additive noise) can be be viewed as a weighted sum of delayed versions

of the transmitted waveform. These scattering effects appsar to be unpredictable to the

-13



ChaPter 2 Digital Sígnaling over Fadíng Multiparh Chnnnels

user of the channel. Therefore it is reasonable to characterize the fading multipath

channel statistically.

For the general digital communicafion system of Figure 2.1, the transmitted

signal is:

s (Ð=Relu(t)exp(2nf"t)1, (2.t)

where f" is the carrier and u(t) is called the complex envelope signal. Because of

multipath propagation, the received signal x(t) is:

*(Ð=I cr,,(t)s[t-t"(t)], (2.2)

where a"(t) is the attenuation factor and tr(t) is the propagation delay for the signal

received on the nth path. substituting for s(t) from (2.1) into (2.z)gives:

x(t)=B"( {I *Ap-j2ærct"(t)o¡¡-r"(t)l }"iz"r"'¡. e.3)

lt is apparent from (2.3) that the equivalent low-pass received signal is:

t(Ð=ì ün(r)e-j2nr"t"(t)u[t-rr,(t)], (2.4)

and that the equivalent low-pass channel can be described by the time-variant impulse

response:

c(t,t¡=) crr,(t)e-j2æf"t"(t)ô[t-r,.(t)], e.5)

where c(t,t) r'epresents the r"rionr. of the channel ar rime t d.ue to an impulse applied

at time t-t. The communication system of Figure 2.1 can be modeled as an equivalent

baseband system as shown inFigure2.2.
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Chapter 2 Dígttal Signaling over Fading MultioathChnnnels

Both the propagation delay and the attenuation factor of the received signal are

time-variant and unpredictable. This implies the c(t,T) should be modeled as a random

process. When there are a large number of paths, the central limit theorem is applied,

and c(t,t) is modeled as a complex valued Gaussian random process. If the mean value

is zero, the channel is called a Rayleigh fading channel, otherwise it is known as a

Rician channel.

For a Rayleigh fading channel, the zero-mean Gaussian process c(t,t), is

completely characterized by its correlation function. Assuming c(t,t) is wide-sense-

stationary, then the autocorrelation function is defined as

Q"(At,t1,t2¡ = fetc{t,r1)c*(t+At,t2)1,
(2.6)

where * denotes the conjugate of a complex scalar, and t1 and 12 are two path delays.

In most radio transmission media, the attenuation and phase shift of the channel

associated with path delay t1 is uncorrelated with those associated with path delay t2.

In this case, c(t,c) is called a wide-sense-stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS)

process. The autocorrelation function of c(t,r) then becomes:

Q"(Ât,t1,12¡ = |E¡c(t,r1)c*(t+Ât,t2)l

= Q"(Ât,r1)õ(t1-t2), (2.7)

where the multipath intensity function Q"(Àt,t) gives the average power output as a

function of the time delay t and the difference Ât in observation time. It reflects both

the multipath spread and time variations in the channel.

The function v(Ât)=Q"(4t,0) represents the time variations of the channel. A

-15-



Fading multipath channel

u(Ð

-->

62nf"t

Figure 2.r.The communicarion system for the fading multipath channel.

Figure 2.2.The equivalent communications system for the fad.ing multipath channel.

¿-i2nf.t
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Chapter 2 Digital Signaling over Fading Multipath Chnnnels

typical function is shown in Figure 2.3. The range of values of Ât over which v(Ât) is

essentially nonzero is called the coherence time of the channel and denoted as (Ât)". If

(At)" is much larger than the information symbol period T the fading is called slow,

otherwise it is fast.

Define the function Q"(t):0"(0,t) which measures the multipath spread (time

dispersion). The function 0"(t) is the average power output of the channel as a function

of the time delay t. Typically, 0"(t) may appear as shown in Figure 2.4. The range of

values of t over which Q"(t) is essentially nonzero is called the multipath spread of the

channel and is denoted by T*. The fading channel is called a frequency-selective

channel when T* is larger than the information symbol period T, otherwise it is

frequency-non selective.

The characterization of fading channels can also be described in the frequency

domain. By taking the two dimensional Fourier transform of $"(Ât,t), one obtains:

(2.8)

Setting Âf to zero gives V(À) = S"(X,O). The V(À) is a power specrrum which

shows the signal intensity as a function of the Doppler frequency, À, reflecting the time

variations of the channel. The range of values of î, over which V(ì") is essentially

nonzero is called the Doppler spread B¿ of the channel. The reciprocal of B¿ is the

coherence time (Ât)" of the channel. That is,

tf
sc(}.,^Ð = f f O"tor,tr) slzn?'at 

"j2'ar"d 
tdt.

JJ

B,= Io (at)"

The function Õ"(Af) = S"(0,^Ð measures the frequency coher-ence of the

-17 -
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0

Figure 2.3Time variation profile.

Figure 2.4 Multipath inrensiry profile.

-(^Ð"
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Chapter 2 Dígital Sígnaling over Fadíng Multipath Channels

channel. The range of values of Âf over which Õ"(ÂÐ is nonzero is the coherence

bandwidth (Âf)" which is the reciprocal of the multipath spread r*. That is:

(ÂÐ"=+
rm

Depending on the two independent parameters multipath spread T* and

coherence time (Ât)", fading channels are classified into four categories. These are:

a) frequency-nonselective (T* < T); slow fading ( ( Ð" >> T)

b) frequency-nonselective (T* < T); fasr fading ( (AÐ" less than or of

the order of T)

c) frequency-selective (T* 2 T); slow fading (^Ð" >> T)

d) frequency-selective (T,,2 T); fast fading ( (AÐ" less than or of

the order of T)

For the first two fading channels without ISI, the optimum receivers are well

known f15,33,341. In this study, both frequency-selective and frequency-nonselective

Rayleigh channels with ISI are considered regardless of the fad.ing rate. The following

section shows that a set of sufficient statistics can be obtained for a practical fading

channel when the transmitted signal is bandlimited.

2.2 A General Discrete Model for the Rayleigh Fading channel

Consider a baseband model of a high-speed communication system shown in

Figure 2.5. The statistically independent data sequence { a,r}, with symbol period T, is

input to a shaping filter whose impulse response, f(t), is real and bandlimited. The

bandlimited signal

-19-
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N
\as(t)=à a"f(t-nT) (2.9)
n=1

passes through a Rayleigh fading channel with the time-variant impulse response c(t,t).

The output of c(t,t) is

(2.10)

where

h (r, o) 

J: 
c(t,î,X(u-î.)dî.. (2.rr)

The ouçut y(t) is corrupted by complex white Gaussian noise, w(t), of spectral

strength Nowatts/Flz. The received signal is

r(t)=y(t)+w(t)

N\-r
) a"h(t,t-nT)+w(t).
n=1

For a bandlimited signal transmitted over a fading channel, the following

theorem proven in Appendix A states that the channel oufput is also bandlimited.

[-
y(t) = | c(t,î")s(r-1.)d1"

J^

Nf-
= I u,,f c(t,}.) f(t-nT-ì.)dî,

n=l J _*

N

= I u"tr(r,t-nT),
n=L

-20 -
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Theorem 2.1. Let the bandwidth of the input signal s(t) be P,¡, d.nd let the

Doppler spread and coherence bandwidth of the fadíng channel be Ba and (Lfl",

respecttvely. Then the chnnnel outputy(t) is also bandlimited toBr, where

By=B¿+min[(Âf)",B¡].. e.IZ)

Let z(t) be the output of the ideal low pass filter (ILPF) of a bandwidth B>8'.

If z(t) is sampled atarate T, where

1-- 1^ù 2B'

then the sampled outputs z(kTr) are a set of sufficient statistics.

The sampled received signal, z(kTr), is given by

z(kT,)=y(kT,)+n(kT,)

N

=I u"h(k\,k\-nT) + n(kT,),
n=1

(2.r3>

(2.14)

(2.rs)

where the n(kTr) are complex uncorrelated Gaussian random variables with covariance

No=2BNowatts/Hz.

Equation (2.15) is not in a convenient form since it represents sampling at one

rate, Tr, and transmission at another rate, T >Tr. Following pahlavan et al lzgl,define

the number of samples within each information symbol T as

c[

and, if necessary, increase B to ensure

be redefined as follows:

_T
Tr'

that c[, is integer. The information sequence can

21 -



I urto k/ø integer
br={ ,

t 0 otherwise
(2.16)

(2.r7)

(2.18)

(2.re)

(2.20)

which consists of the data interleaved with (cr-l) zeros. The information sequence {a,r}

of length N is then extended to an equivalent sequence {b¡} of length aN. Now the

sampled output may be written compactly as

or

q]rl

zft\)=) bih[kTs,(k-i)T,] + n(kT,),
i=l

qNsr
zk=L b¡h¡,¡-¡*n¡,

i=1

n¡ = n(kTr),

where

hr,r-i= h[krs,G-ÐTs]

f+æ

= | c(kT,,1,)f[(k-i)T,-],ld].
J-*

are complex Gaussian random variables. Its variance is given by

var(h¡,¡-¡) =a¡ lrtu,n-,hi,n_i)

f[ (k-ÐT,-r] r[1t-i¡r,-u] c (kT,,À)c*(kT,,u)dldu ]=+41_l_

-22 -



f* f*=f I r¡1r-i¡r,-tlf[(k-Ðr,-u]q"qo,t¡ô(r-u)d],du
J-* J--

= f o uo-i)r,-î.r oc(0,1.)d1.. (2.2r)

Since f(t) is a bandlimited signal it is unlimited in the time domain. However it

can always be truncated to a finite length T¡ in a given practical situation. Similarly,

0"(0,t) can be truncated to the multipath spread T*. Tr and T* reflect the ISI caused by

the channel's band-limitation and frequency selectivity respectively. The total length of

var(h¡,¡-¡) can be defined as

F=LTr+T*1,
ll

where l' I is the floor function. Then B represents the number of correlated samples at

time k. Since the ISI is defined by the number of information symbols affecting the

received signal in an interval of length T, the total ISI length of the channel is

L-l =l+l=Lål=l''å'{

Therefore, the sufficient statistics 4canbe written as

k

zx=Z bih¡,¡-¡+n¡,
i=k-p

(2.22)

OT

B

zr=I b¡-¡h¡,¡ + n¡
i=0

-23 -
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=yk-fllk, (2.24)

where y¡ is the signal part of the ouþut. The relationship between the channel input

sequence {br.} and the sampled output sequence {z¡} can be modelled as a finite state

machine as shown in Figure 2.6 with time varying random coefficients hr,i. Since the

fading process h¡,i is a correlated Gaussian random process, z¡ is also a correlated

Gaussian random process. The process can be whitened by a whitening filter based

primarily on a Kalman filter. Using the whitening filter the MLSE-VA receiver and the

(SSE) receiver are developed in Chapter 3.

24-
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Figure 2.5. Overall baseband model for communication over a WSSUS Rayleigh

channel.

hr,o-+ ht,r+

l¡> zk

nk

+
@

..nbk+*,*tï

hr,B+

Figure 2.6. Finite state machine model.

h¡,2->
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CHAPTER 3

ESTIMATION OF BANDLIMITED SIGNAL SEQUENCES

As shown in Section 2.2, if a bandlimited signal is transmitted over a practical

fading channel, the samples of an ideal low-pass filter are a set of sufficient staristics.

These sufficient statistics are modelled as a linear time-varying state-space model for the

frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels with ISI and whitened by the whitening

filter which is based on the Kalman filter . The whitened sufficienr starisrics are used

for maximum likelihood sequence estimation with the Viterbi algorithm (MLSE-VA) as

developed in Section 3.1. Both the number of whitening filters and trellis states

searched by the VA grow exponentially with the channel ISI length. Thus, more

importantly, Section 3.2 derives the metric of a sequential sequence estimator (SSE)

and develops the structure of a SSE receiver for the frequency-selective Rayleigh

channels with ISI. As a special case, the frequency-nonselective Rayleigh fading

channel with ISI is also investigated in Section 3.3. In this case, the receiver strucrures

a.re the same as for frequency-selective fading channels. However, the computational

complexity is considerably reduced. Due to the presence of both fading and ISI,

however, the above sequence estimation approaches alone can not adequately combat

the severe signal distortion. Reliable communication can only be achieved by

combining either MLSE-VA or SSE with coding as described in Section 3.4.

-26



3. 1 Maximum Likelihood sequence Estimation for Rayleigh Fading

channels with ISI

In this section the MLSE procedure is first discussed for a bandlimited signal

transmitted over a frequency-selective Rayleigh channel. Then the sampled signal is

modeled using a linear time-varying state-space model. This allows Kalman filtering to

be applied which provides a sequence of independent staristics that are used by the VA.

3.1.L Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation

In the following, a boldface lower case symbol such as b- represents a crN-

dimension vector with q-ary symbols. Consider one of the þ[=qaN possible data

sequences, each of duration aN samples. Let the set of possible transmitted sequences

be denoted by:

bl, b2, ..., bM (3.1)

and the corresponding sampled signal vector by zeCoN with kth component z¡. The

maximum likelihood sequence estimation rule is:

choose b¡ if

p[zlbi]>p[zlb*], where m=1,2,... ,M, m*i. (3.2)

It should be pointed out that since b¡ is equivalent to the information sequence

with length N, the sequence b¡ is also a maximum likelihood estimate of the

information sequence.

A recursive approach for the above estimation rule is not possible because the

samples, \, are correlated. The maximum likelihood sequence can not be chosen until

11- /¿t -



Chapter 3 Estímarton oÍBandlímited Signal Sequences

the entire sequence is received. To have a recursive approach the sequence z needs to

be whitened" This can be accomplished by the following theorem given in [1].

Theorem 3.1 Let zv(m)represent { (zt,22,... zy), brn }, the observatíons

up to and including time k under hypothesis m. Let {zyl defined for k>_0 be a

Gausstan random sequence. Denote zrCm> E[zylZy-1(m)] and define Zo=zo-E(z-o)

andZçzy-A6t. Then {Zv} is a zero mean and white Gaussian random sequence

with the densiry function

where zu(m) an¿ &o@) are c alled the c ondití o nal me an and v arianc e, r esp ectively.

Thus the sufficient statistic sequence z for a given hypothesis m can be

whitened to the innovation sequence ã. An important property of this whitening

operation is that it is invertible. Thus, by the theorem of reversibility [43], Z is also a

sufficient statistic sequonce with the probabiliry density function:

p€r) = prã¡rZ¡-1(m)r= 

dõexp{- ffi1,

crN

plZlb*l =fI p[Z¡tz¡-1 1m¡]
k=1

=ä=ç-"*n{- riu]', 
},

k=l 1/2æof(m) zo"¡(m)

, 

-,2

lzo-zo(m) I

l..$-expt-
",1 znoi@)

or

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)p[zlb,rr]=
qllil
k=1

"lr

28-
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Taking the logarithm of equation (3.6) and simplifying, decision rule (3.2)

becomes: choose a sequence bi with the minimum metric

ñ0N
n"C"> I {

k=1

, 

-r2

lzu-zo(m) I

2.
ok(m)

+tog [o'?(m)] ], m=1,2,..., eoN. (3.7)

To evaluate rrff(") recursively, it is necessary to provide the conditional mean

,kG"t and conditional variance fim) recursively. These can be provided by a Kalman

(3.8)

[*
hr,i= | c(kTr,I)f[iTr-],1d1", i=0,1,..., B (3.9)

J-*

are Gaussian random processes. It is natural to define a Gaussian random vector

process at sampling time k as:

filter if the sampled signal, for a given hypothesis m, can be modeled by a linear time-

varying state-spaco model [1].

3.1.2 The State-Space Model and Kalman Filter

To derive the state-space model consider the received signal in (2.23)

B

zk=> b¡-¡h¡,i*n¡,
i=0

where the coefficients

h¡=(h¡,9, hk,1, ... hr,ß)T,

where h¡ is a (B+1)-dimensional complex random vector which reflects the fading

channel. The autocorrelation matrix of h¡ is defined as

-29



R¡,(m) =|EGrhF*".)= { rl },

where (')H denotes the conjugate transpose of a vector or a matrix and

-m-1 *
r;,1=iE(hk,iht*,n,¡)

f- f*
= 

J * J -f(iTs-î,XCTs-u)Q"(mT,,I)ð(À-u)dî"du

r*
= | f(irs-ÀX6\-À)0"(m\,1,)dÀ , ij=o,1,2...Þ. (3.10)
J-

Since rfr is mOependent of time k, h¡ is a wide-sense stationary Gaussian

random vector which, in a practical situation, always has an autoregressive moving

average (ARMA) representation :

hr=Frhr_r+F2h¡-2+...+Frh¡_r+Gsñ¡+G1ñ¡_1*...*G¡¡ñk__, (3.11)

where F¡ and G¡ are time invariant matrices and {iír} is a zero mean white Gaussian

vector process.

Defining the states of the state-space model representing the fading process as

x¡: (h¡,h¡_1, ...,h¡_r*1)T. e.IZ)

Then the vectorprocess x¡a1 câil be expressed as:

+ 4 I -/- 
n,t,-^l rfi \- ul c (kr,, l.¡ c 

* 
¡ 1k+m)r,,ul dÀdu ]
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xk 
[ïï...ïï] "{Ï' :'... Tl[J:,] 313

(3.14)xk+l = Fx¡ +Gw¡,

where the r(p+1)xr(B+1) matrix F is:

I F, F2,.. F"_r Frl
I r 0... 0 0lF=l o r... o o l,
Lo 0... r o-l

the r(B+1)x(m+1)(B+1) matrix G is:

Ico cl ...c_l

"=l 
o o o 

l.l"'l'L0 o 0l

and the (m+1)(B+1) vector w¡ is:

f---l

I wt*t 
Ilñulwt=l ^ l.

L*u---, j

Define also, the r(B+1) dimensional integer vector H¡ as:

H¡=(b¡,b¡_1,...,b¡_B,0,...,0)T, (3.1s)

-31 -



where (r-1)(B+1) zeros are inserted after b¡_p.

The received signal zkcan be rewritten as

,3
\i--zy=L b¡_;h¡,¡ + n¡
i=0

=Hf;x¡ + n¡

=HIxr + nr. (3.16)

The system thus can be modelled as shown in Figure 3.1 which has the

following state-space equations :

xk+l = Fx¡ +Gw¡

z¡=Hflx¡ + n¡.

Given G, F, H¡ and the received signal z¡, the Kalman filters provide the

estimates Î¡ and the associated error covariance matrices Xr by the following equations

[1]:

î¡*1 =(F-K¡H[¡î¡+K¡z¡

Kr=FxrHk(H[xkHk+No)-'

(3.17)

(3.18)

E¡*1 =(F- K¡H[¡>¡Fr+G GH,

where Î¡ and Ð¡ are defined as

(3.1e)

Îr = Elxr.lZ¡-1(m)l

xr. = E[(xr - ît )(*r - îr )H I zk_l(m)].

(3.20)

(3.21)

The conditional mean z¡@) and variance d f-l can be obtained from the

Kalman filter output:
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zr(m) = Elzt lZ¡-1(m)l

= ElHlxr+n¡lZ¡-1(m)l

= HlBlxr.lZr_r (m)l +ElnolZu_1 (m)J

= HFn, Q.22)

and

"l C-> = n { [zn 'rft"-t Jta- {m) 1" I zn-,{-) }

= n[@lxr.+n¡- Hþ)([I[x¡+n¡- HF'ui" I zr_r(m)]

= n{ [H[{x¡- î¡¡+nu][HI("r- îu¡+n¡]H I zn-,qm¡ ]

= HÏt[ lxn - îuXxn- în)" I Zn_r(m)lur + E[ nu ni I Zu_r(m)l

= HlxrHr * No. (3.23)

3.L.3 Maximum Likelihood sequence Estimation: viterbi Atgorithm

Approach

It has been shown that the maximum tikelihood sequence can be estimated using

whitening filters where Kalman filters play a key role by providing the estimates î¡ and

the associated error covariance matrices X¡. Figure 3.2 shows a whitening filter for a

given hypothesis m. Since the channel memory is finite, therefore the input-output

relationship between {bn } and {zn } can be described by a trellis, and the VA can be

used to evaluated the metric nÑ(") recursively.

For fading multipath channels, as shown in Section 2.2, the sampled received

signal is
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Figure 3.1. Linear time-varying model of signal ransmission over a Rayleigh channel.

Figure 3.2The whitening filter wirh the Kalman filter
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3Tl
I5T, 6T, , 7Ts
I

25 26l zt

Ttzr
IT, 2T" , 3Ts
I

ZTZ2T4

I

IoLr
2.4 |

4Tl
Itar

zel

i\ \\

possible "0" branch

possible "1" branch

impossible "0" branch

impossible "l" branch

state which can be visited at nT, n=I,2,...

Figure 3.3. Trellis for a binary input sequence {br} and a channel of memoryL-I=Z

and a=2.
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Figure 3.4.. The equivalent trellis of Figure 3.3 for the information sequence {a,r}.
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c[:s
L¿
;- 1

¡lz..çn-r¡¡;2"1""¡'(m)t' .T+logdl,r-1¡n¡(m)J'6a(n-1¡'t¡(m)
(3.27)

It depends only on L information symbols. Under this definition, each metric

,fffi(") corresponding to a different sequence can be efficiently calculated through the

trellis using the VA. The implementation of the MLSE-VA based. on a bank of

whitening filters is shown in Figure 3.5.

3.2 Sequential Sequence Estimation for Frequency-selective Rayleigh
channels with ISI

Equation (3.27) and Figure 3.5 imply that the MLSE-VA musr calculate all qL

branch meffics using the qL whitening filter outputs. For severe ISI, however, this

receiver structure is not only very complicated, but also has a high computational

complexity. In this section, a sequential sequence estimation approach is given which

searches q paths during each information symbot period and needs only q whitening

filters.

3.2.L Sequential Sequence Estimation and the Metric

As is well known, sequential decoding is best d.epicted. by a code tree. For the

fading channel with ISI, the input-output relationship may also be represented by a tree.

Here the oufput of each branch is a Gaussian random variable. Figure 3.6 gives an

example of a binary sequence transmitted over a fading channel with finite ISI length.

Once the tree is established, the application of sequential algorithms such as stack or
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zcr(n-t)+j (1), oá<.,-rX¡ (1)

-

bo

()

Whitenin
Filter 1

i=I,2,..-, c[

zcrln-i¡+¡ (qL) , 4<"-r¡+¡(eL)

Figure 3.5. The MLSE-VA receiver for Rayleigh fading channels with ISI.
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(21,4,.. .,2s.) (zs+l,zs.+z,...,?¿2a) (zza+1,22a+2,. .. ,zEa) (4c.+t,4a+a,. . , ,zfia)

Fig 3.6. Tree for a binary input sequence and a finite channel memorv.
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Fano algorithms to the tee is straightforward and well known. However, before either

algorithm can be applied a suitable metric for the sequential algorithm must be found.

The sequential algorithm is an efficient tree search procedure which attempß þ
find the maximum likelihood path without examining too many nodes. Since the

algorithm explores paths to different depths in the tree, it is necessary to have a metric

which reflects the different path lengths explored. This metric is derived for Rayleigh

fading channels with ISI. The procedure is essentially that developed by Massey and

later described by Xiong et aI [46] for ISI channels.

consider the set {br, bz, ... ,bK } of input sequences corresponding to paths

in the tree that have been searched by the sequential estimator. Denote the input

sequence b* as

(3.28)

where nm is the number of input symbols. The correspond.ing output sequence of the

fading channel is

Ym = {Yt, Y2, ..., Yn-} , (3.2e)

where y¡ is the fading channel output.

Let y - max(n1, n2,...,n* Ì. Add a random tail to ym to form a sequence of

length y

Yy= {Yi, V2,..., }n^, tn-+l,tn-+2,..., t^¡}={V*,t*}, (3.30)

where trn = { tn-+r,tn^+2,..., ty} is the random tail. Assume that the tail symbols, t¡, âro

chosen to be statistically independent of both each other and the fading channel ouqpur.

Furthermore let the t¡ have an unconditional probability density function p r(.) which is
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identical to that of yr, where

p

Yk=I bt-ihni'
i=0

Define a received sequence zç{z^,2^1,

Z^= I,zn^+"!-, zn^+2,..., zy) where

(3.31)

with z^= {21,22,..., h^l and

f vr+nr
zr=i

t tk+nk

k=1,2,...,n*

k=n,,,*l,..., y
(3.32)

According to the random tail assumption, z^and,Z^ are statisticallv

independent sequences. consider the joint probability density function

p ( b*,tr,r,zy) =Pr(b-)p (t*,zyl b*)

=Pr(b*)p(tn,z*,2*lb-)

=Pr(b*)p (zr"lb*)p(t-,2-lb*)

=Pr(b-)p (z* | b*)p (tn,Z*)

=Pr( b," ) p ( 2," I b*)p [4" I t*)p (trn)

rl. ^t

=P*fI p(z¡lZ¡-1) ff p,,(z¡-t¡)p¡(t¡), (3.33)
k=1 k=n-+1

where P*=Pr(b^) is the probability of sending message sequence b* and p,r(.) is the

noise probability density function, given by:

p,,(x)=#ñf.et #l

-42-
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Integrating (3.33) over all possible random rails, one obtains

nm1.-
p(b*,2.¡) = P*II p(z¡lZ¡-1) fl I n,,(rn-tu)p(tr)dtr

k=l k=n-+l r--

nmY

= P^[I p@ytzy) ff p,(zu),
k=l k=nn*l

(3.3s)

where

î-
p,(z)= | n"(z-x)n(x)dx (3.36)

J-*

is the unconditional probability density of the received signal.

The estimation rule is to choose the path b. which maximizes p(b*,zy) or

equivalently maximizes

v
p(b*,21) / lIp.kv). e.37)

k=1

Taking the logarithm of (3.37), using (3.5) and simplifying, the merric of the

SSE is:

rl¡¡¡

r(b*,zy)=f [rogÚ{5ù ¡! loep-lk=l p,e-) *ñfr togr*-'' (3'38)

For an equally likely q-ary input sequence Pm=1 / q"- and f(b*,zy) becomes

nm

r(n-,zy){ tr*#-rogq]. (3.3e)
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Again (3.39) can be simplifred by realizing that the information sequence length

is d-= f þl . Thus (3.39) can be rewritren astc[l

OE Ct

r(b*,2"¿)=!, 
1 i ¡r"rpft"9-t#lz"r'-ll¡¡n=l j=1 ' Pr(zo("-r)+j)

omñì=L l *,rr(zrr,zrr_1, ... ,Zn_0+1,Zn_ßi ân, ân_l, ..., Zln_L+l),
n=1

f*,rr(zrr,zrr-1, ...,2n_Ê+ l,zn_þJ â¡, â¡_1, ..., ân_L+l)

=i p"rP('"!"-r]¡lz"<"-lld - rroeq]
7=r' Pr(za6-t)+i) cr

-#"eql]

where

(3.40)

(3.41)

is called a branch metric corresponding to a branch in the ISI tree. The implement¿tion

of SSE based on a bank of whitening filters is shown in Figure 3.7. Instead of using

qL whitening filters in MLSE-VA, only q whitening filters are required to search q

paths at each node.

3.2.2 Calcutation of p"(.)

To apply the sequential algorithm (sA), pr(.) must be calculated using (3.36)

which can be rewritten as:

O,fr) = fp n (z- x)p,(x) dx.

The noise probability density function pr,(.) is given in (3.34), therefore only

p¡(') must be determined to calculate pr(.). Recall that pr(.) is identical ro rhe densitv
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Since the sequence b¡ is equivalent to information sequencs nn, there are only

qL possible different sequences at sampling time k. The probability density function of

random tail p¡(.) is

function of y¡ where

B

Yt=I bt-rhr,i.
i=0

qL-1

p,(x)=I P,(a¡)p(xla¡),
i=0

E(xlaf = Q

o? = var(xla) =3[ R(0) B¡,

B¡=(b¡,b¡-i,...,bt_p)T

h¡=(h¡,s, hk,r, ... hn,p)T

R(o)= | eûror'f¡.

The¡efore the conditional probability density function is

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.4s)

where a¡, i=0,1, ... , eL-1, is the set of all possible information sequence at time k.

The conditional probability function p(xla) is Gaussian. The mean and. variance are

determined by Q.az)

where

p(xra)=#exp{-ffi1

Assuming p,.(al = i,p,(.) is:
q
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p,(*) = 
Ë

Substitutin e Q.aq into (3.36) yields:

!.q--¡

p,(z)=Ë,ì

ffi"*P{-ffit

ffi"*p{-#}ÈAe*p{-#,*

q"-1

i=0
(3.46)

(3.47)

Completing the square and rearranging one obtains:

The unconditional probability density function, pr(z), is the sum of qL zæro

mean Gaussian density functions with different cova.riance o?.

3.3 Estimation of Bandlimited Signal Sequences Transmitted over
Frequency-Nonselective Rayleigh Channels

In the previous sections, the MLSE-VA and SSE for Rayleigh fading channels

with ISI caused by both bandlimitation and frequency selectivity of the fading channel

have been investigated. For some practical channels, however, the intersymbol

interference may be caused solely by the bandlimitation. By red.efining the time-

varying state-space model for a frequency-nonselective fading channel with ISI,

receiver structures can be developed which will have a reduced computational

complexity. These are presented here for completeness.

A high speed-data communication system over frequency-nonselective fading
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channels is shown in Figure 3.8. The bandlimited signal

N
s(Ð=I a,,f(t-nT) (3.4S)

n=1

passes through a frequency-nonselective Rayleigh fading channel with the time-variant

impulse response c(t,t):

c(t,t)=g(t)ô(t), (3.4e)

where the fading process g(t) is a complex wide-sense stationary Gaussian random

process with bandwidth Bo. The output of c(t,r) is

y(Ð=f c(t,t-t)s(t)dt

= I: g(t)ð(t-r)s(r)dr

N .-r€
=I u"l e(t)ô(t-rX(c-nT)dr

n=l J-æ
(3.s0)

N,,s.
= e(r) L a"(t-nT). (3.51)

:l

If y(t) is corrupted by complex white Gaussian noise w(t) of spectral srrength

No wattsÆIz, the received signal is

N
.. \-r

r(t) = g(t)) anf(t-nT)+w(t). (3.52)

According to Theorem 2.l,the bandwidth of y(t) is
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ChnPter 3 Estímation of Bandlimíted Signal Seouences

Figure 3.7. The ssE receiver for Rayleigh fading channels with ISI

Fading process g(t)

t=kTs

z(t)

Figure 3.8. Overall baseband model for communication over a frequency-nonselective

Rayleigh channel

g t(,),
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By = B¿ + min[(Âf¡", Br].

Since (ÂÐ">> B¡ in frequency-nonselective channels:

Br=Bo+ Br. (3.s3)

Let z(t) be the output of an ideal low pass filter (ILPF) with bandwidth B>Bu

which is sampled at a rate Tr. The set of sufficient statistics z(krr) is given by:

z(kT,) = g(kT,) È qf(kT,-nT)+n(kT,).
n=1

The equivalent information sequence is also defined as:

I uwo k/ø integer
br={

t 0 otherwise

The sampled output can be written compactly as:

crN

zftT,¡=) b¡g(kT,)f[(k-i)r,] +n(k\),
1=I

(3.s4)

(3.ss)

(3.s6)

(3.s7)

or

cd{
sa. ^zk= Ek ,l D¡t¡_¡ * n¡,
i=1

where g¡ is the Gaussian random process which reflects the fading channels.

As in Section 2.2, if f(t) is truncated to a finite length T¡ and the multipath

spread, T*, is approximately zero, the total ISI length is:

L-1 =lål=tt-Fj=lr.,,l

-49-
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The sufficient statistics zk are:

The relationship between the channel input sequence {br} and the sampled

output sequence {zn} can be modelled as a finite state machine as shown in Figure 3.9.

The sampled signal 4 is also a correlated Gaussian random process, and needs

to be whitened by a whitening filter. In wide sense stationary uncorrelated scattering

Rayleigh channels, g¡ is a wide sense stationary Gaussian random process. Therefore

it has an autoregressive moving average(ARMA) representation:

gt=Frgt_r+FZE;¡_z+...+Frg¡_.+Ggw¡*G1w¡_1*...*G*w¡__, (3.60)

where F¡ and G¡ are constants and {w¡} is a zero mean white Gaussian process.

Def,tne the states of the state-space model representing the fading process as

p

zk= gkl br-ifi+nr.
i=0

xt = (gt,gt-I, ...,gk-r*l)T.

can be obtained in the following way:

(3.se)

(3.61)

(3.62)

(3.63)

Then the vector

Xk+l

proCOSs x¡a1

[Ft rr" '

I r 0..'
=l 0 r "'

L o o -..

F-r
0
0

I

Go Gr
00
00

F,l
0l
0 

lxt+
I0l

c-l[ñrI
0 

ll 
r--' 

l,

o jLt--," j

or

xk+t = Fx¡ +Gw¡,
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Figure 3.9. Finite state machine model of signal for frequency-nonselective fading

channels.
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+
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wherc F and G are rxr and rxm matrices, respectively.

Also define a rx1 dimensional integer vector H¡:

p

Hr=(Ibn-,f,,0,...,0)r. e.64)
i=0

The received signal zycãn be rewritten as

B

zk= gk ! bu_,f, + nu
i=0

=Hlxr+nr.

The state-space equations are therefore:

(3.6s)

(3.66)

(3.67)

(3.68)

(3.6e)

(3.70)

(3.71)

(3.72)

The estimates Î¡ and the associated eror covariance matrices Ð¡ are given by

following equations:

Xk+l = Fx¡ +Gw¡

z¡=HIx¡+n¡.

î¡11 =(F-K¡H[)î¡+K¡z¡

Kr=FErHu{uflrouu+No)- 1

E¡a1 =(F-K¡H[¡>¡fr+G GH.

The conditional mean AGt and variance { çm¡ are obrained from the Kalman

filter output:

Amt =HIîr

o? f*i =H[X¡H¡+N..

The received signal zy cãn be whitened as Z¡ where Zr=zr_zr(m) with
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probabiliry density function

(3.73)

where df-l is the conditional variance.

Based on the whitening process ã¡, both MLSE-VA and SSE in frequency-

nonselective fading channels have the same metrics as in frequency-selective channels.

Instead of estimating (Ê+1) fading variables in the frequency-selective channel,

only one fading process gk needs to be estimated in the frequency-nonselective channel.

Therefore the r(B+1)xr(B+1) matrix F,the r(B+1)x(m+l)(B+1) marrix G and the

r(B+1) dimensional integer vector H¡ in frequency-selective fading channels are

reduced to the rxr, rxm and rx1 matrices in frequency-nonselective fading channels,

respectively. Hence the computational complexity of the SSE is significantly reduced.

3.4 MLSE-VA and ssE with coding for Rayteigh Fading channels
with ISI

In the previous sections, the MLSE-VA and SSE are developed for both

frequency-selective and frequency-nonselective Rayleigh fading channels with
bandlimited signals. Though both MLSE-VA and SSE minimize error probability, the

error probability is still poor due to the presence of both fading and ISL An efficient

way to obtain a low error probability is to use coding. This section develops the

MLSE-VA and SSE receivers either with diversity or convolutional coding. Since the

receiver structures for frequency-selective and nonselective channels are the same. the
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following discussion is suitable for both channels.

3.4.t MLSE-VA and SSE with Diversity Techniques

From a coding point of view diversity is a special type of coding involving the

use of a rate l/D code. It can be regarded as the brute force use of redundancy, in

which each bit or symbol is repeated D times. Diversity rests on the observation that if
the same information is received redundantly over D independently fading channels the

probability that any individuat symbol will experience a deep fade is reduced.

considerably.

A diversity communication system for the Rayleigh fading channel with ISI is

shown in Figure 3.10. The information sequence is transmitted over D independent

fading channels which have identical autocorrelation functions Q"(Ât,r1,t2). It is

natural to describe the total received input vector z ín terms of vector zl,z2,...zD;

where the vectors zi associated with each individual channel are independent and

identically distributed. Def,rne the total received vector sequence as:

7=(zl,z2,...zD) (3.74)

with

7l=(zrr,zl,...zJ¡.r)

72=(zl,zl,...z3¡r)

,D=("?,,Ðz,...rPN).

As in Section 3.1, for the ith fading channel one has:

(3.7s)

zi-1(m)=[z'r,zlr,...ri., b(m)] i=r,2,...D.
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Following the procedure in Section 3.1, it can be shown [see Append.ix B] that

the branch metric of MLSE-VA with diversiw is

f,*,r,(zå,..., r/._þ,...,rP,..., r1p I â¡¡¡ân-l ¡... ¡ân_L+1 )

(3.77)

.,ôwhere zL(r,-r)*j(m) and o.4n-r)+j(m)2 are the conditional mean and covariance

corresponding to the ith channel.

The branch merric for sSE with diversity [shown in Appendix B] is:

f*,r,(zå,. .., 
"]_þ,...,"P,..., 

r1p i â¡,â¡-1,..., Érn_L+l )

o D ^rÅ n-t¡*ilz!o6-l)+j-1) '=I {I¡rogL,-#orn},j=l i=l Pz(zirlrr-1¡*¡) (
(3.78)

_$ S rtrl<,,-,x¡-/ee_ud(d +tog do1,,_1¡+¡(m)z],-f=, fr' o**,¡+¡(m),

where pr(.) is the same unconditional density function as in the Section 3.3.

3.4.2 MLSE-VA and SSE with Convotutional Coding

Diversity involves use of a particula-rly unsophisticated rate UD code. It is
expected that a more adroit selection of a cod.e will lead to a better system.

Convolutional coding (CC) is an efficient code with well developed Viterbi decoding

and sequential decoding. Considering the commonality in structure of the VA and SSE

decoders for convolutional codes and demodulator for Rayleigh fading channels with
ISI, it is reasonable to consider a combined decoder-demodulator for coded

transmission. It would have the same srructure as each component.
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A digital communication system employing (2,1,K) convolutional coding is

shown in Figure 3.11. Because of its practicality only the rate 1/2 convolutional code

is considered here; the results are readily extended. to more general convolutional codes.

The information sequence {a,r} with length N and symbol period 2T is preceded

by a convolutional encoder. The corresponding coded sequence {c2r,_1,c2,r} with

symbol period T is input to a band-limited shaping filter f(t). The band-limited. signal

s(t) is:

s(t) = c,.f(t-nT),
2N

T (3.7e)

where c' is the nth code symbol and hence, for a constraint length K convolutional

code, depends on K information data symbols. Modify equation (2.16) by replacing au

by ct

b-={ 
î

Then the received signal z¡ is:

k/a integer

otherwise

p

zk=I b¡-¡h¡,¡*n¡
i=0

=Yk*nk. (3.90)

With a' replaced by cn, the metric for MLSE-VA is

)v^,n(zn,zn-1, .., ,Zn_þ+I,zn_þi Cn, Cn-1, ..., Cn_L+l)
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But for the (2,1,K) convolutional code, the c,, depends on

and hence, for i=l,2,.,L-1, crr_l depends on

where f. lir ,fr" ceiling function.

The nth branch metric of (3.81) can be written as a function of the

L' = | ? I 
-" information data symbols. Therefore the nth branch metric of MLSE-

VA with convolutional coding is

?t^,n(zn,zn_t, ... ,zrr_Bi ân, ân_1, ..., ân_L'+l)

_ $ rlrot,-rp:-ã<n-rt*F)t2 ,,^_ -t-=àtffi+logo2*1'-1¡*¡(m)]. (3.s2)

similarly, the nft branch metric for ssE with convorutional coding is

f*,rr(zn,zr._1, ... ,zn_p; Éln, ân_l, ..., ân_L,+l)

(3.83)
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Figure 3.10 A diversity communication system for Rayleigh fading channels with ISI.

Figure 3.11 A convolution coded communication system for the Rayleigh fading

channels with ISI.
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CHAPTER 4

ERR.OR PERFORMANCE AND COMPUTATIONAI,

COMPLEXITY

In this chapter the error performance of the maximum likelihood sequence

estimation for Rayleigh fading channels with intersymbol interference is analyzed.

Error perforrnance of the different receivers for three specific fading channel models are

compared by computer simulations. As well, the computational complexity of both the

MLSE-VA and the SSE are investigated by means of computer simulations.

4.1 Error Probabilitv

The error performance of the MLSE-VA has been thoroughly analyzed by

Forney [12] for ISI channels. Most of this analysis is valid. for Rayleigh fading

channels with ISI since in both cases the algorithm determines the maximum likelihood

sequence by a tellis search.

A typical error event trellis diagram is shown in Figure 4.1. Define an error

event 6 which extends from n1 to n2 if the estimated state sequence {3"} is equal to the

colTect state sequence {s,.,} at times n1 and n2 but nowhere in between, i.e.

Snr=s,l,;î,rr=snr; îrr*srr, n1(n(n2). The length of the error event is defined. as:

V = nZ-nr-1.

The metric for MLSE-VA is rewritren as:
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Correct sequence

Incorret sequence

Figure 4.1 A typical error event trellis diagram.
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where

zo4n-r¡¡G) =Hä(,,- r )*jîo(n- I )+j

4tn-, l*j (m) = HI<,r-l )+jlo(n- 1 )+jH ç¡in- 1 ¡."¡ +Ns.

+log {r,,-r¡*¡(m)J ), (4.1)

@.2a)

(4.2b)

The error event 6 occurs only when the following three subevents occur:

6r: îrrr=srr, at time n1;

6t: Between n1 ând n1+v-L+1 the input sequence {an} must be such that {ar,}_

{e'} is an allowable sequence (â"J, where {err}= {a"}-{â"} is the error

sequence;

6r: For n1(p(nt.uv+1, {â,r} must have a gïeater rikerihood than {ar,} or, in
terrns of the notarion of (4. i),

[nffi (")]ii*"*t > [rriu(")]ål*u"r,

where [nÑ(")]ii*t*l and hiv(r)]åi*t*l are the metrics of {a,r} and {â,,} respectively.

The probability of the parricular error event 6 is given by,

Pr(6)=p¡193)Pr(62)pr(61t63), Ø.3)

where only Pr(63) depends on the signar-to-noise ratio. From (4.1) and (4.3),

n1fv.t1
Pr(6r)=Pr( 

"'l' {i l-Ee("1¡-'"("t).i"tl' , 7

n=nr j=1 oã<"_r¡*.¡{-i= 
+log 4(r,-r;*¡(m)J}
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nr-|-Vf I N ,

='"Ë-' 1 i rlt"<' rl¡-ã<"G6lz 
+ros d<,,_rx:(i)l)).n=n, ¡=r oátr_rp¡(i)

(4.4)

Define

, za(n-r)+j-zq(n-r)+j(m)zcr(n-t¡+¡(m)=H,
oo(n-t)+j(m)

and

r _
zolr,-r¡*¡(i) - 

zs(n-1)+j-zo(n-1)+j(1) 
^ocr("-r)+j(i)

clearly, za(n-r¡+¡(m) and zo1"-r¡+¡(i) are independent, zero-mean and unit
variance Gaussian variables. Thus

(4.s)

n1*vf I 6¿

Ç= I )Þo,n-,,*,(m)r2n=nr j=1

n1+V*l ¡¿

q-
n=nr j=1

(4.6)

(4.7)

n1+V+1 ç¿

Pr(e3)=p¡{ 
:4,' å "r,"-r¡+¡(m)t2-tzo<,,-r¡+¡(i)t2l 

> log [ :U,t Ë *ffi , r,

pr(63) = p, 
{ (-n > ,o, [ 

"'ä' fl É<"-'r¡G) , ,,n=nr j=1 dc("-r)+j(m) -

where

Because za(n-r¡+;(m) and zsq,r-1¡+¡(i) are independent zero-mean comprex
Gaussian random variables with unit variance, the probability density functions of
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CfuPter 4 Error Per-formance and Computational Comnlexity

( and q are chi-squared with 2a(v+2) degree of freedom, i.e.

p(() = I"-*;!m ,a(v+2)-r e-e = ! ('e-( (>0, (4.8)

and

p(î) = i"O;!m na(v+2)-1 
"-n 

= * n'e-,l n>0, (4.g)

where

s = c)¿(v+2)-1. (4.10)

Define a new random variable 1 as

e=(-rl

with probability densiry funcion

f*
p(0)=f nç{f¡pn(},+0)dt,

Jo

= 1 ; í-n'"-n 1t1+0)s 
"-(r+e) 

gn
(s!)2 Jo

= 1 lt* + /s\ -s-t^k --s -(2n+o) 
.

('r)'JrP, lt/ n u qe dq

= +È l;) en lzr-r.)! 2-(2s-k+r¡, e>0. (4.11)
(s!)z fif ìr/

Since the probability densiry function of 1 is symmefical, p(1) is
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ChaPter 4 Eruor Performance and Computational Complexity

p(0)= *È (i) rer- (2s-k)! 2-(2s-k+t), --<0<oo. (4.12)

Denote the th¡eshold in (4.5) by Tn:

n¡tV*l or 4tr,-rri(i) ',Tr'=lo-qt n [--r.n=nr j=1 oá1"-r¡*¡(m)

Then Pr(Gr) is:

Pr(6¡) = [ p(e)de
J ln

= f- i't i l.t ì reru (2s-k)! 2-(2s-k+r)¿gJrn (s!)2 Éó lk/ '"' \-u rll' !

= "t: i. I t ì rrr-ur, 2-(2,-t+rr$ k! r¡<-i
(s!)2á'1t /t-" ^'' - I (loi)t 'n

= o-ro ï s / s |lct (zs-t)t 
2_(2s_k+i) _¡k_i

(s!)2r=oã\tl (k-Ð! rh

=+ ïÍ , f?:-f)|,,2-(2s-k+r)1k-i. (4.r4)s! ui ?* (s-k)! (k-i)! "

Based on equations (4.13) and (4.14), two comments abour the error

performance with respect to the fading channel can be made:

1) Instead of decreasing exponentially with additive noise variance No as in

normal ISI channels, the error probability decreases much slower in Rayleigh fading

channels with ISI. This implies that the error performance can not be improved

(4.13)
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significantly by increasing the signal power. Furthermore, it also results in an

irreducible error rate as proven by the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. The fadíng channel with intersymbol ínterference results in

an [rreducible error rate.

Proof: From (4.2b) when the sNR approaches infinity or, equivalently, No

approaches zero for a fixed input signal power,

,ü{[ o'2o,"- r r+¡ (m) = H I(r, - r )*jÐ g(n- 1 )+¡ H ¡¡ 1n- 1 )+j.

In a practical channel, the matrix Eu(n-t)+j is always positive definite. Thus, except

for the all zero information sequence,

,tg¡ 4<"-t,*¡ (m) =HItr,-r)*jÐ*(n-1)+¡H6¡1n-1)+j >0. (4.15)

Therefore

rr, = Ji{à ro, [ 
"'ä' ¡ Í"<"'nltì ] <+".. (4.16)
n=nr j=t dct(n_t)+j(m)

Then

Finally

,qgà Pr(63)>0.

Jrg¡ Pr(e)>O

(4.r7\

(4.18)

which implies that the fading channel with ISI has an irreducible e,,or rate.

2) To evaluate the error probability, one must investigate each pr(6) associated

with all possible pairs of Ia,r] and {â,,} since they have differenr pr(6). This makes the

error analysis difficult and hence it should be done by computer simulation.
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4,2 Numerical Examples: shaping Filters and Fading channel Moders
Chosen for Simulations

To evaluate elïor performance and computational complexity, simulations were

done for two frequency selective fading channel models and one frequency nonselective

channel model with different shaping filters. In the following simulations the

information sequence {a,.} was a binary (0,1) sequence with information interval T=1

second.

Section 4.2.1 describes the shaping filter and the two frequency selective fading

models. The frequency nonselective fading model and the shaping filter are described in

section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 rwo Frequency serective Fading channer Moders

The impulse response of the shaping filter for the two frequency selective

fading models was chosen to be

f(t)=cas2æt,
l-I6tz

(4.1e)

where the bandwidth of f(t) is B¡=1H2. The two frequency selective fading models are:

I ) Frequency selectíve fadíng channel model l: Gaussian chnnnel:

The Gaussian channel has the folowing autocorrelation function:

þ "(Lt,r1,r2)=Aexp(-at?le*pf-Ul¡óô(tr -rd, 01a¡r,2<*

--<At<oo '
(4.20)
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where the power delay function Q"(0,r1) is a Gaussian function.

For the Gaussian channel, the covariance rfr in (3.10) is:

m 1- x
ri'r=iE(hu,iht *-,¡)

f*
= | r(ir,-î.X0T,-À)0"(-T,,î.)dî.

J-*

/t* 2
=A I f(iT,-î,X0T,-1.)exp(-al.-)exp(-blmT$dÀ

J_*

î1.€
-r-l | 2

= Afr '' I f(iTs-ì,)f(\-1")expt-aX.j¿1, , ij=0,1 ,2, ..., þ,t-*

where

F=e-br" . Ø.21)

The fading process therefore has a autoregïessive moving average (ARMA)

fepresentation given by:

hr=Frhr_r+Gsw¡.

It is a special case of (3.11) with r=1 and m=0. Thus the state of the state-space

model is x¡: h¡, and the vector process x¡11 cân be obtained from:

xk+l = Fx¡ +Gw¡, (4.22)

where F=Fr and G=Go are (B+l)x(F+1) marrices.

Theorem 4.2 Matric¿s F and G can be determined bv
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F=R(1)R-1(0)

GGH=R(0)-FR(1),

whereR(0) andR(I) are (B+l)x(p+I) covaríance matrices:

n (O) =þ (x¡xfl ¡=r!E I rr ¡rrfl¡

R ( 1 )=þ(xu*F*,)=F (hrhF*r )..

Proof: To prove Theorem 4.2, consider the state-space equation:

x¡-.1=Fx¡*Gwt.

Multiply both sides by *F and take rhe expecration to give:

þ (xr*r xfl¡=|rn qxrxf¡$c e qwrxfl ¡

R ( 1 )=pplo¡+jcnlw¡xfl;.

Since w¡ is a white Gaussian process,

þn1*¡*[t¡=s.
Therefore,

F=R(1)R_i(0).

Now, muitiply (4.27) by *F*, and take rhe expe*ation ro yield:

f (xr*r xF*, )=|ne1*ux[,]{cE(wrxp* r)

R(0) =ppq r )+*cpfwrxf*r).

Substitute (4.22) into (4.31) to obtain:

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.2s)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.2e)

(4.30)
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Since

pt*r*Fl=I

þt*u*Fl=0.

Then

R(O)=FR(1)+GGH

GGH=R(O)-FR(1).

Q.(Lt,r1,r2)=Aexp(-ar1 )exp(-UlAfi õ(t1 -tl,

where the power delay function 0"(0,rr) is an exponential function.

As for the Gaussian channel, the covarian., ,ij in (3.10) is

m 1- *
ri'r=iE(hu,iht*-,¡)

Also, because r=1, from (3.15) the (B+1) dimensional integer vector H¡ is:

H¡= (b¡,br-r, br_p)T.

2) Frequency selectivefadtng channer model2: Exponential chnnnel:

The autocorrelation function of the exponential channel is:

R(0)=tFR1r¡+þrt*r(Fx¡+Gwt¡H1. (4.32)

(4.33)

(4.34)

0(î1,t2(-

, (4.35)
-"o<At<"o
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-A p-'*'f tftt -r,)f(jr,-À)expcaÀ)d1, ij=0,1,2, ..., B

with p=e-br". The vector process x¡,.1 is given by:

xk+l = Fx¡ +Gw¡ , (4.36)

where F=Ft and G=Gr are (p+1)x(F+1) matrices. F and G can also be determined

by Theorem 4.2.

For a given shaping filter and fading channel model, it is important to determine

the bandwidth of the ideal low pass filter. This bandwidth should be chosen according

to the bandwidth of the received signal and to ensure the number of samples in each

information symbol is an integer. According to Theorem 2.L, the bandwidth of the

received signal y(t) is:

By=B¿+min[(AÐc ,Br]. .

In frequency selective fading channels, the coherent bandwidth of the channel is

usually smaller than that of the shaping filter, i.e.

(AÐ" <Br=1H2.

Thus the bandwidth of y(t) is

By=B¿+(Âf)"

1u-l
(At¡" T*'

where both coherence time (At). and multipath spread T^ are determined by the channel

models' In the following simulations T* and (At)" were chosen several times longer

than T. Hence the bandwidth, Br, is less than lHz. The bandwidth, B, of the ideal
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low pass filter can be chosen to be lHz which implies that the sampling interval

Tr = 0.5 second. The number of samples in each information symbol T is therefore:

a= tT =2.
Ts

The SNR is defined as the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the ideal low
pass filter, i.e.

sNR: var(hno)

Not

where the var(h¡,s) is the signal variance and No is the variance of the additive

Gaussian noise.

For both frequency selective fading channels, the values of parameter a chosen

for simulation are shown in Table I.

4.2.2 Frequency Nonserective Fading channer Moder

In this case, the impulse response of the shaping filter f(t) was chosen to be

I exp(at) È0
f(t) =1

t0r<0

The fading process g(t) is modeled as a white Gaussian process passing

through a two pole fîlter. Its power density spectrum is:

S(ro) = : A
@4+(7rBd)4'

(4.37)
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where Bo is the bandwidth of g(t) and reflects the fading rare of the channel. The

sampled process g¡ is also a Gaussian process, and it can be modelled as uncorrelated

Gaussian noise passed through a two pole discrete f,rlter fo(z-r;

fo(z-l) - 
-aJzl+aoo2"t+b1ã+1' (4'38)

where {a1,a6,b2,br } are uniquely determined by the power density function S(co) 1471.

The ARMA representation of g¡ is

gt = -brgr-1-b2g¡-2+a1w¡-1*âsw¡, (4.39)

where w¡ is an uncorrelated Gaussian process.

Similar to the result in Section 4.2.1, the bandwidth of the received signal y(t)

is

By=B¿+min[(^Ð" ,Br]. .

In frequency nonselective fading channels, the coherence bandwidth (Âf)" is
larger than the shaping filter bandwidth B¡. Therefore, the bandwidth of the received

signal is

Bv = B¿+B¡ <lHz.

The low pass filter B can be chosen to be 1Hz, hence Tr=0.5 second and cr=2.

The SNR is also defined as the signal-to-noise rario at rhe output of the ideal

low pass filter, i.e.
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SNR: var(goX(o)

No

where the var(gu) is the variance of the fading process g(t) and Ns is the variance of the

additive Gaussian noise.

In the simulations, the shaping filter factor a was chosen to be 1.2 and it was

truncated to an ISI of length L-I=4.

4.3 Simutation Results and Comparison

Computer simulations were done to analyze the error performance and

computational complexity of MLSE-VA and SSE for the three channel models.

For sequential estimation, the single stack algorithm (SSA) was used in this

study due to its simplicity of implementation. As compared to the multiple stack

algorithm (MSA) it suffers potentially from frame erasure due to stack overflow,
especially at the low signal-to-noise ratios [46]. To avoid stack overflow while
maintaining a small stack size, hence algorithm simplicity, the SSA was mod.ified by
adding a positive bias b, to the branch metric. It is intuitive that a sequence,s ..history,,

contains less information when the SNR is low or the fading rate is high. The positive

bias forces the search to go forward without excessive backtracking. The error
probability (neglecting stack overflow) decreases while the computational complexity
increases as b, becomes smaller. The bias b, was determined for a given stack size so

that 1) the error probability did not degrade significantly and. 2) no stack overflow was

observed. In the simurations, 3000 stack entries were used.
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Simulations for the two channels were done on an Amdahl V7 computer over a

SNR range of 5-20 dB with a binary (0,1) informarion sequence z¡. The sequence

length varied with the SNR and was divided into frames of 256 bits. All comparisons

between MLSE-VA and SSE were done with the same information sequence.

From the simulation results the following observations may be made:

I ) MLSE-VA and SSE improve the performance signíftcantly:

The MLSE-VA and SSE were compared to the quasi-MLSE. The quasi-MLSE

receiver is an envelope detector followed by a rate 1Æ sampler. A maximum likelihood

sequence estimator then processes the sampler oufputs. Since the signal samples are

not a set of sufficient statistics the receiver is called quasi-MLSE t9l. Figure 4.2 shows

the bit error probabilities of MLSE-VA and quasi-MLSE applied to rhe Gaussian

channel. Compared to the quasi-MLSE, the MLSE-VA improves the performance

significantly, especially for slow fading channels. This improvement is due to the

channel estimation capability of the MLSE-VA. With a slower fading rare the channel

estimation is more accurate and hence the improvement is more significant.

2 ) SSE suffers no ercor performnnce d,egradatíon wíth respect to MLSE-VA:

The MLSE-VA and SSE were compared. in the Gaussian channel and the

frequency nonselective channel model with different fading rates. Figure 4.3 and

Figure 4.4 show that the simulated error probabilities of the MLSE-VA and the SSE are

essentially the same. This agrees with SSE performance for the ISI channel t461.

3) Rayleighfadíng channels wíth ISI result in an irreducible ercor component:

It is well known that fast fading with ISI results in an irreducible error

probability 19,221. In Section 4.7, it has been proven that fading channels with

intersymbol interference, whether fast or slow fading, exhibit an irreducible error rate.
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Table I. Parameters of Rayreigh fading channels with ISI and receivers.

Length of
multipath
spread Tm

Length of
total ISI L-l

Quasi-MLSE, Fading rare Bd = 20s

Quasi-MLSE, Fading rate Bd = 200s

MLSE-VA, Fading rate B¿ = 20õ

MLSE-VA, Fading rare Bd = 200s

sNR(dB)

Figure 4.2 Bit error probabiliry of MLSE-VA and quasi-MLSE for the Gaussian
channel (L=5) with different fading rates.
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An irreducible error rate can be observed in all simulations. Simulations also show that

the floor of the error probability is highly dependent on the fading rare. Fasr fading

causes a severe error performance degradation.

4) Improved emor performance is achieved with coding techníques:

Since the SSE's performance is essentially the same as the MLSE-VA, it is
sufficient to discuss SSE with coding techniques only. Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6

show the effect of diversity coding techniques as applied to Rayleigh channels. With

diversity coding gains of 10dB have been observed d.uring the simulations. Greater

coding gain can be achieved by using convolutional coding. Figure 4.7 and.Figure 4.g

show the bit errorprobabilities, whon a(2,1,6) convolutional code is used, for the

Gaussian and exponential channels, respectively. The errorprobability of the SSE with

convolutional coding is poorer than that with diversity for low SNR but is improved

significantly when the SNR is increased.

5 ) computattonal comprextty of ssE is much less than that of MLSE_vA:

The computational complexity is defined as the number of computations per

node. Table tr and Table Itr give computational complexity of the modified SSA and

the MLSE-VA. From tables a large computational saving is observed. For the

exponential fading channel with L-1=7 the saving of computations for decod.ing each

input symbol is about 120 times.

6) Stack overflow can be overcome by the modified SSA:

The bit error probability and the computational complexity of mod.ified SSA for

the Gaussian channel with varying bias are shown in Figure 4.9 and,Figure 4.10. Wirh

small SNR and high fading rate, Figure 4.9 shows that when bias increased from 0 to
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Fading rate Bd = 0.05IIz

Fading rare Bd = 0.005H2

sNR(dB)

Figure 4.3 Bit elror probability of MLSE-VA and SSE for the Gaussian channel (L=5)
with differenr fading rates.
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k
¡r
C)
P

sNR(dB)

Figure 4.4 Biterror probability of MLSE-VA and SSE for the frequency nonselective
fading channel with ISI (L=5) with differenr fad.ing bandwidths.

Fading bandwidth Bd=0. lHz

/.__ ssE

/ .- MLSE_VA
Fading bandwidth B¿=0. 0 1 Hì
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H
FI

¡r
Ê{ li
L¡

È)

sNR(dB)

Figure 4.5 Bit error probability of SSE and SSE with diversity for the Gaussian
channel with different fading rates.

Fading rate B¿ = 0.05IIz

Fading rare Bd= 0.005H2

SSE with diversity(D=2)
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fi
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O

sNR(dB)

Figure 4.6 Bit error probability of SSE and SSE with diversity for rhe exponential
channel with different fading rates.
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diversity(D=2)

Fading rate Bd= 0.005112
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I

sNR (dB)

Figure 4'7 Biterror probabilities of SSE and SSE with convolutional coding for the
Gaussian channel (L=5) with different fad.ins rates.
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Fading rate Bd= 0.05H2
SSE with diversitv

Fading rate Bd= 0.005F;

convolutional codine

SSE with diversity

h

h1
!
f-1
(.) 

1Ð

sNR (dB)

Figure 4'8 Bit error probabilities of SSE and SSE with convolutional coding for the
exponential channer (L=g) with different fading rares.
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selective Rayleigh fading channels

MLSE-VA
L=5, Bd=0.005H2

MLSE-VA
L=8, B¿=0.005H

5

10

15

20

1.59 (bs=0.51)

r.24 (bs_0.36)

1.02 (bs=0.36)

1.02 (bs=0.00)

T6

r6

L6

t6

1.20 (bs=0.51)

1.35 (bs=0.22

1.13 (bs=O.11)

1.09 (bs=0.00

128

r28

r28

128

Table tr. Comparison of computational complexity of MLSE-VA and SSE in frequency

Table ltr. comparison of computational complexiry of MLSE-vA and ssE in the

frequency nonselective Rayleigh fading channel

MLSE-VA
L=5, B¿ = 0.01H2

MLSE-VA
L=5,8¿ = 0.0lH

1.29 (bs=0.36)

1.03 (bs=0.22)

7.02 (bs-0.22)

r.02 (bs-0.22)

r6

L6

16

t6

3.20 (bs=0.51)

2.50 (bs=0.36)

1.61 (bs=0.22)

1.21 (bs=0.11)

T6

l6

T6

16
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0.4, the number of stack overflows decreased; hence the error probability decreased

sharply. With bias increasing from 0.4, no overflow occurred and the bit error

probability increased while the computational complexity decreased slightly. Figure

4.10 shows the bit error probability and computational complexity of modified SSA at a

higher SNR and lower fading rate. Since no stack overflows occurred, the error

probability increased and the computational complexity decreased slightly when the bias

increased from 0 to 0.8. From the simulations it can be seen that if the bias is chosen to

be larger than 0.4 for the Gaussian channel, the modified SSA suffers no stack

overflow and performance degradation for sNR larger than 10d8.
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-+- Computational complexity of S*--*ffi* Error probabiliry of SSE
Error probabiliry of MLSE-VA

t<

F
q)

>t
X(l) /l

o

F<a

U

0.4

Bias

Figure 4.9. The bir error probability of the MLSE-VA and ssE and ssE's

computational complexity with different bias for the Gaussian channel. The SNR is

10dB and the fading rate B¿ is 0.05H2.
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10-1

70-2

10-3
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Bias

Figure 4.10. The bit error probability of rhe MLSE-VA and ssE and sSE,s

computational complexity with different bias for rhe Gaussian channel. The SNR is

15dB and the fading rate B¿ is 0.005H2.

--{- Computarional complexity of SSE

-*#* Error probabitiry of SSE
***#* Errorprobabiliry of MLSE-VA
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CHAPTER 5

CONCI-USIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER

STUDY

5. I Conclusions

Communication systems such as mobile radio and indoor wireless
communication typically are modelled as Rayleigh fading channels. As transmission

rates for these channels are increased, intersymbol interference(ISl) may result from
both the muhipath spread and the channels having a finite bandwidth.

In this thesis, maximum tikelihood sequence estimation with the viterbi
algorithm has been developed for bandlimited. signals over Rayleigh fading channels

with ISI' The computational complexity grows exponentially with the channel ISI
length' Thus, the sequential sequence estimator, which has a considerably lower
computational complexity, has also been developed. The metrics for MLSE-VA and

SSE are derived based on a set of whitening filters which use Kalman filters.

As expected, the MLSE-VA and ssE significantry improve rhe error
performance in Rayleigh channels with ISI. compared with the quasi-MLSE
approach, considerabre sNR savings have been observed from simulations.

It has been claimed in both convolutional decoding and ISI demodulation that
the sequential sequence estimator is essentially a maximum likelihood sequence

estimator' simulations show that is also true for signal estimation in the fading channel
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with ISI' Simulations also show that the SSE's computational complexity is much

lower than that of MLSE-VA. By using a modified single stack algorithm, the SSE can

avoid a large stack without incurring stack overflow.

The error performance in the Rayleigh channel with ISI has been analyzed. It

has been proven that that both slow and fast fading with ISI exhibit an ireducible error

probability. This is also verified by the simulations for all channel models with

different fading rates. As expected the slow fading channel has a better error

performance and lower irreducible error rate than that of the fast fading channel.

Since the error performance in the frequency selective fading channel is

considerably degraded, coding techniques are combined with either MLSE-VA or SSE.

Both diversity and convolutional coding have been investigated. A large amount of
coding gain has been observed during the simulations for SSE with different coding

schemes. Since the received sequence with convolutional coding has larger Euclidean

distance, its sNR improvement is more significant than that for diversitv.

5.2 Suggestions for Further Studv

In the following, some problems related to this thesis are suggested for future

investigation.

1) The MLSE-VA and SSE are developed for a bandlimited signal transmitted

over a Rayleigh fading channel with ISI. A channel characterizarion is required for
both approaches. An adaptive MLSE or SSE would be of interest because of its
flexibility to various channels. Many adaptive MLSE approaches have been proposed.

where the fading channel is estimated and the MLSE is applied based on the estimated
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channel' since it is a time varying fading channel that is being estimated, the
performance is poor when the fading rate is high. Instead of estimating the fading
channel, a new adaptive MLSE approach could consist of the channel identification
component which identify the channel's statistical characterization. This approach

would not be sensitive to the fading rate since the channel's statistical characterization is
not changing with time. The ARMA spectrum estimation technique could be used to
identify the coefficient matrices F and G in the stare-space equation (3.L7). Then either
the MLSE-vA or the ssE, based on rhe Kalman filters, could be applied.

2) A bank of Kalman filters are used to esrimare the fading channel in both
MLSE-VA and SSE approaches. Kalman filters could be replaced by least mean

square (LMS) estimators which do not require the channel's statistical characteri zanon
and have much lower computational complexity than Kalman filters. Due to the slow
convergence of LMS, a fast-up training method is crucial to offer an accurate initial
channel estimate' Hardware implementation of the LMS with viterbi algorithm, based
on either a digital signal processor or a vLSI implementation, is also a research topic of
great significance.

3) The error probability is analyzed in Secrion 4.1. rtleads to Theorem 4.1.
From section 4' 1, however, it is not apparent how the eror probability and irreducible
error rate are related to the sNR and fading rate. For the irreducible error rate one can
attempr to find an upper bound. To get the upper bound, (4.3) needs to be averaged
over all possible correct sequences. This is quite different from the ISI channel where
the upper bound can be analyzedby using effor sequences regardless what the correct
sequence is' Therefore, it would be of interest to develop an algorithm with low
computational complexity to calculate the upper bound.
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4) Another investigation would be the theoretical analysis of the SSE,s

computational complexity. To do this the Galtager function for the Rayleigh fad,ing

channel is essential. The approximate Gallager function could be obtained by

quantizing the fading channel output. Then Arimoro's search method [2] can be

applied.

5) The results in this thesis could be extended to more complicated modulation

schemes for Rayleigh channels with ISI, such as the trellis, CpM. The above

modulation only increases the memory of the received signals but does not change the

receiver structure. As a matter of fact, the results could be extended to the MLSE of
the Gaussian process with finite memory and bandwidth.

6) North American digital cellular systems currenrly employ nll-shifteDpsK
modulation for spectrally efficiency. This special QPSK signal ser has up to 135o

phase difference between two neighboring modulated signals. A new modulation

scheme would be of interest to increase the minimum Euclidean distance while sti[
maintaining æ/ 4- shift eDpSK properries.

7) Another application of this study would be in the wireless communication

channel. The indoor wireless channel is usually modelled. as a two ray Rayleigh

channel. In each ray the fading process is Gaussian with a zero-order Bessel

autocorrelation function which leads to the larger order for the ARMA representation of
(3.11). The error performance and compurational complexity of MLSE-VA and SSE

for the indoor wireless channels could be determined for this simplified model.

8) Otherreduced complexity algorithms, especially the M-algorithm (MA), are

also worthwhile ro investigate for the Rayleigh fading channel with ISI.
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Take an arbitrary sample function cr(t,t) from the Gaussian random process

c(t,t). The two dimensional Fourier transform pair of cr(t,t) and F"(<o'ol") is:

f* f*
F"(ol,,co"¡ = | | cr(t,t) 

"-jt+t"-jco"toro.J-* J-*

APPENDIX A

PR.OOF OF TTIEOREM 2.1

where F"(or,,ol") is bandlimited to B¿ and (Af)", respectively.

The input signal is s(t) with spectrum Fr(crl)

F,(or)= 
/- 

rn, ,-j''dt

which is bandlimited to B¡.

The ouþut of cr(t,t) is:

c'(t't) = # I-,f "t"(')") 
ejoù'd@dtdt' (A'1)

The spectrum of y(t) is:

y(r) = 
/-.,ft,ri 

s(t-t)dr. (4.2)
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. l'- 
rq¡¡ e-jordt (A.3),r,r, = 

J__

[*r
= 

J_ J__ 
c,(r,r) sqt-r)e-r@t dt dr

= # f f I f- 
F"(orr,o¡") s(t-t¡s-j't 

"jc'>'t 
ico* dcordohdtdr.

[æt u=t-t. Then

Fy(CI) = h | ̂  [ f" f 
¡"qco,,co") s(u)s-jqu.-jrot ¡r+t erardorrdortdtdu

= #l- f L F"(couco") F,(o")e-jú)t io,,r i.oddordor"dt

= # l- I-f F"(ort'or') R(ot)'-i('-q-q)'dor'doÌdt

., [* [*= ùJ _ J _ 
F"(cor,oh) F (to') ô(crl-co¡crlr) dcodol

= +f- F"({Ð-o",o") Fr(ol")do4.2n 
J-*
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since F"(ol¡,o4) is bandlimited to B¿ and (Âf)" and Fr(ol) is bandlimited to B¡
therefore the bandwidth of y(t) is

By=B¿+min[(^Ð" ,Br].
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APPENDIX B

METRIC DERIVATION FOR MLSE.V.A, AND SSE WITI{
DIVERSITY

A diversity communication system over the frequency selective Rayleigh fading

channel is shown in Figure 3.6. The information is ffansmitted. over D independently

fading channels which have identical autocorrelation functions Q"(At,t1,t2). It is

natural to describe the total received input vector z in terms of vectors zr,z2,...zD;

where the vectors zi associated with each individual channel are independ.ent and

identically distributed. Defîne the total received vector sequence as

z=(71,22,..2D) (8.1)

with

2t=(z!,zl,...zJN)

72-(z21,zf,...r]i.r)

i (s.zl

7D=(z!,zl,...rpr.r).

As in Section2.2, for the ith fading channel one has

Zi-1q*¡=¡ Ìr,rlr,...tî,b(m)1, i=1,2,...D. 1n.3)

The density function for a given sequence b(m) is
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APPendix B Metrtc Derívatíonfor MLSE-VA and. SSE with DiversÌt]¡

D
p[zlb(m)]=f[ p tzrtb(m)]

î*

IT il PIzltZil r(m)l .".4)

The log-likelihood function becomes

.rfi12¡= Ë Ë, 
ul4lPr'z 

+rog oi.lm¡z],
k=l i=l or(m),

= È { å å ¡rrlr"r¡¡-'ir"_-_,_,..,_c.or' +los d<,,_r¡*¡(m)z] }n=l j=l i=l Oir(r,_t)*j(m)'

N

=I {À-,r,(zå,...,"l.--þ,...,rÐ,...,r3-Bi ân,ân-1,...,ar,-r.*r )} (B.5)
n=1

The branch metric is

À-,rr(zå,. . ., rl -þ,. . ., z rrD,. . ., zP 
ß 
I Ítn, ân- 1,..., ân-L+ I )

aDl-i
=å å ¡lzb<"-r)+:-zL<"rrxlm)lz +log ot<,,_r¡*¡(m)z] ,, m=r,2,..., eoN. (8.6)
¡=r i:i - d"<" r¡+¡(m)2

which only depends on the L information symbols, thereby allowing the VA to be

applied. The MLSE-vA with diversity receiver is shown in Figure 3.7.

Following the procedure of adding a random tail in Section 3.2, the branch

metric for SSE with diversity can be derived. Define D channel output sequences with

random tails as

yi¡ = {y1, yL, ..., y,1-, 4-*r,4 ^+2t...¡ 
tl}= {yÍ", tl"}
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yfr = {y?, y7, ..., yR^, 4^nt,4^+),.., ,ß }= {vå, tfir}

i G'zi

yR= {y?, y?, ..., yP., tP-*r,t,ro-*r,..., ,R} = {yR, tR},

and the total vector as

Y¡={Y,n,TN},

where

Ym = {ytt, y3r,..., yR}

T- = {tl, P^, ..., tR}.

The random tail vectors tln, t4,..., tR are statistically independent random

vectors which are also statistically independent of the vectors yt , yå,.. ., yR.

Define a received vector sequence z¡¡={z^,zrn} where z^wrdz^ are

statistically independent vectors corresponding to y* and rr,r, respectively.

Consider the density function:

p(b-,T-,ZN) =Pr(b-)p (T_,2¡¡l bn')

=P. (b*)p (T 
^,2 ^,2 ^ 

| b 
^)

=Pr(b*)p (Z*l b*)p(T,,.,,2-)

=P¡(b,-)p(Z*l b*)p(T*,Z*)

=P.( b,Jp (Z* | b,)p (Z-l T jp (T*)

D

=P,(bJff p(zi"lb*)p(z¡, ttÐp(tl")
i=1

(8.8)

(B.e)

(8.10)
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ADPendix B Meffic DerívationÍor MLSE-VA and SSE with Diversiyt

DnmN
=P,nlI {f[ p1'¡rzr-r) lI p"(rl-fu)q(dr) Ì. 1n.11)

i=l k=l k=n-+l

Integrating (8.11) over all possible random tail, one obtains

p(b,n,ZN)=r,,ù { fIp1z¡rz,u-,¡. ù f-n,rrl-f¿qccul¿eu ]i=l k=l k=n_+l J__

p(b*,z¡r) - p* ü { lI o(zirzi_,) fi p"(rl) }. (8.12)
i=1 k=l k=n-+l

The estimation rule is to choose the path b- which maximizes p(bn,Z¡¡) or

equivalently maximizes :

DN
p(b^,hñ/IIf[ p,(ùv)

i=1 k=1

= P," II 1¡ Pr'LqL 
'l 1i=l k=l Pz\zÐ

Taking the logarithm and using (3.31) and (3.32) yields

Dnm
L(bm,zN)=å t Ë Foep(4lZL¿4"rn*l Ìi=l - k=l L pr(zi) nn

nmD
J {i ¡4clztu-roeql}k=t '=i=t - pr(Ìù

=Ë få 1i P"'Pc¿r"''nø<"- i-fr"sø])
n=L j=1 - i=l Pr(zL1n_r¡*¡)

(8.13)
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d-

ñ-1
(8.14)

(8.1s)

where
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